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Abstract- Vertex texturing is state-of-the-art functionality of vertex. Thus, traditional texture caches used in RE are not
the 3D geometry processor. However, it aggravates the always applicable to a vertex texture.
bandwidth problem between 3D graphics hardware and
external memory besides the per-pixel texturing. Since vertex In this paper, we investigate the environment of the
texturing does not guarantee high locality all over the texture vertex texturing and propose a novel caching scheme for the
data unlike the per-pixel texturing, we propose a novel caching vertex texturing. The proposed caching scheme adaptively
scheme that adaptively adjusts its operation by estimating the adjusts the cache operation by estimating the amount of the
amount of the locality of access pattern. The proposed cache locality of texture accesses, and achieves 27.0% reduction of
improves 27.0% of texture loading performance for general average access cycles compared with a conventional texture
test scenes with only 9.6% of hardware overhead. cache for general test scenes.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
I. INTRODUCTION section, the texture mapping and locality is explored for both

Programmable 3D graphics hardware provides higher RE and GE. In section III, conditions to control the
reality with more sophisticated visual effects to users, while operation of vertex texture cache and the methods for the
it gives the programmers much flexibility. Programmability condition check are presented. The implementation details
of graphics hardware became an essential feature for the and simulation environments are described in section IV,
high-end graphics accelerators and even for the embedded followed by the simulation results in section V.
multimedia systems supporting 3D graphics. Recent industry
standards [1-3] require the graphics hardware to provide II. TEXTURE MAPPINGS AND LOCALITY
extended programmability on both vertex shader in the
Geometry Engine (GE) and pixel shader in the Rasterization A. Per-Pixel (or Per-Fragment) Texturing in RE
Engine (RE). Texture mapping in RE is the most widely used

Texture mapping has been performed per pixel only in technique to make a scene more realistic with less
RE, which was the only way to access the external memory computation. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the graphics
for a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). As multi-texturing pipeline. In RE, texture is read with interpolated texture
and various texture filtering methods are widely used, coordinates for each pixel. Thus, texture mapping in RE
loading texture data became a performance bottleneck of a inherently has high locality [5]. There have been many
GPU [5]. Texture cache was introduced to solve the problem efforts to design an efficient texture cache exploiting the
by exploiting high locality of texture data, and many high locality to solve the limited bandwidth [6, 7] and
approaches were presented to improve efficiency of the capacity [8] problems.
texture cache [6-8]. To provide rich programmability, it
becomes necessary to allow memory reference not only in B. Per-Vertex Texturing in GE
RE but also in GE. Vertex texture mapping enables a vertex As shown in Fig. 1, vertex texture is read with texture
shader to fetch data from the external memory. It adds coordinates assigned to each vertex. Since usually the
potential process ability to the GPU that renders a more vertices are not evenly spread in a 3D scene, the interval
realistic scene with special visual effects and provides a between vertices varies dynamically. Therefore, the vertex
feedback path from the pixel shader to the vertex shader. texture cannot guarantee the high locality of reference. The
Unlike texture mapping in RE, however, vertex texture data locality of vertex texture depends on the Level of Detail
may not have high locality for the whole area of a scene (LOD) of 3D objects and filtering methods. In the case of
because it is fetched using coordinates specified with a terrain model data [9], for example, vertices are more

densely located in closer region to eye or steeper regions.
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A. Conditions ofCaching Vertex Texture Figure 2. An example of the vertex texture mapping and caching
A blocked (or tiled) representation has been used to condition tests (when Nblok 16 and Nd/,= 8).

exploit more spatial locality in texture cache designs [5] texture coordinates in terms of Au and Av. The operation
When it is used for vertex cache design, a texture block that mode of the cache is determined by following equations:
is worth caching should satisfy the condition given bellow:

NbNbock (2)cdirec xNace C +Nbock-1 () A Nac,thus M,ax(Au, Av)< (2)

Where Cdirect is the number of cycles required to read axl(exre pixel) frmteretrlememory Nact i tea An example of the A-test is shown in Fig. 2. Assuming
number of accessed texels in a texture block, and Nba0ck is the that Nblock is 16 and Cdirect is 8, the minimum Nacc is 3 by (1).
number of texels in a texture block. The left side of (1) Each vertex in the object is mapped to each texel of the same
indicates the number of cycles to read only required texels i number (eg.V1 to T1 V2 to T2 and so on). When the
a block from external memory separately, and the right side current vertex is V2 and the previous vertex is V1, Au and Av
of (1) indicates the number of cycles to read all texels in a between T2 and T1 are 0 and 4, respectively. Thus, the
block from the exteral memory with burst transfers. The acondition in (2) is not satisfed, and the operation mode of
minimum Nacc to satisfy (1) is decided by Cdirect and Nblock the cache determined by A-test for V2 is the direct mode.
Cdirect is determined by the type of external memory (e.g.
SDRAM, DDR SDRAM, etc.) and connectivity to the GPU C. Same Block Test (SBT)
(e.g., directly coupled or shared-bus based). In our proposed Since A-test decide the operation mode of the cache only
cache, the number of texels being accessed in a block, Nest, is with the past trace, there can be a possible miss prediction as
estimated and used to examine the locality in a block. If the shown in the example in Fig. 2. The result of A-test for V3
Nest of a block is larger than the minimum Nacc, the block is requires the cache to operate in the direct mode, although T3
considered to have enough locality to be cached. Otherwise, needs to be fetched in the cache mode because the actual
the block is lack of locality. According to the estimated number (not the estimated one) of requests to the block
locality, the proposed cache operates in two different modes: including T3 is four. By obtaining the number of accesses to

the same block in next requests, the SBT reduces the miss* Cache reference mode (Cache mode) for high prdcedictm eacs.
locality: All texels in a block are cached. Burst
transfer of the external memory is used for this While the A-test is based on the relation between the
mode. previous and the current request, SBT observes the accesses

requested after the current request. In the SBT, Nest is
* Direct memory reference mode (Direct mode) for estimated by counting the number of requests which access

low locality: Only one texel is read without caching. the same texture block with the current request. The example
A single transfer ofthe external memory is used. in Fig. 2 shows that the Nest of current vertex, V3, is 4

including T3, and it is larger than the assumed Nacc 3.
B. Au andAv Test (A-test) Therefore, SBT on V3 determines the cache to be in the

Assuming that texels in a vertex texture are accessed in a cache mode. The SBT is performed only when the A-test
square pattern, Nest can be estimated by A-test, though the determines the current request as direct mode in the
locality of accesses is varying over the scene. The A-test proposed cache. Fig.3 shows the pseudo code to decide the
calculates the distance between two consecutively requested operation mode of the cache with A-test and SBT.
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II WHILE current-request is vaild Geometry Engine
1I Cache hit-miss check Vertex ShaderO |ertex Shader 1 ertex Shader 2 ertex Shader 3

I/IF (hit-miss == MISS) THEN I
| IF(delta_test == LOW-LOCALITY) THEN 3DlTringle

| IF(same block test==LOW-LOCALITY) THEN Objects 0 Assem.
//cache_op_mode =DIRECT-MODE |VertexTexture Unit Texture UnitITexture Unit Texture UnitIIELSE
11 cache_op_mode = CACHE-MODE

I/END IF LI Cache
IIELSE

II cache_op_mode = CACHE-MODE C
1I END IF

I/ELSE
// Get the data from the cache External Memory

I/END IF
1I current-request = next-request Figure 4. Vertex texture cache in the geometry engine

1I END WHILE

Figure 3. The pseudo code of cache operation mode decision.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Vertex Texture Cache Hierarchy
The proposed vertex texture cache has a two-level cache

hierarchy. A small LI cache provides multiple read ports to
vertex shaders with minimal hardware area overhead.
Considering the cache capacity, a larger L2 cache (SRAMs)
is employed. Table 1 shows detailed information of cache
implementation.

Textures are loaded to the external memory using the
4 x 4 blocked representation method, so that 16 texels in a (a) (b) (c)
square block are addressed consecutively. Each texel
contains 128-bit texture data. Figure 5. Vertex texture access patterns for simulations. (a) regular grid,

(b) circular grid, (c) adaptively tessellated terrain.

B. Vertex Shaders according to LOD. Five different tessellations are simulated
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of GE including the vertex for the regular and circular grid with a 256 x 256 texture, and

texture cache. GE consists of four vertex shaders to process five different terrains are simulated with a 512 x 512 texture.
multiple vertices in parallel. A Vertex Texture Unit (VTU) is For all test patterns, simulations are repeated for 4, 8, 16,
placed in each shader core, and each VTU requests the and 32 of Cdirect. A conventional cache, which has no logic to
texture data from the LI cache. A vertex shader is designed determine the caching condition, is implemented for
to process four-threaded operations in which four vertices performance comparisons.
are processed consecutively for every instruction. Therefore,
maximum 16 texture requests exist at the same time. V. SIMULATIoN RESULTS

C. Simulations To evaluate the performance of the proposed cache,
Average Cycle per Vertex Texel (ACVT) is calculated andFig. 5 shows three test patterns of the vertex texture coprdwtth ACT fcnvtialaheTe

accssuse frsmuatins Th rgulr rid(Fg. ()) as
compared with the ACVT of conventional cache. Theaccess used for simulatons. The regular grid (Fig. 5 (a)) has ACVT is the total cycles spent for fetching all requested

equally tessellated access pattern. The circular grid (Fig. 5 teel diie. ytettlnmbroeesrqetd
(b)) has access pattern that has higher density as it goes to l
the origin. The terrain (Fig. 5 (c)) is adaptively tessellated The ACVTs for simulations on each test pattern are

recorded in Table II, Table III, and Table IV. For the regular
TABLE I. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED CACHE grid test pattern, the proposed cache keeps the same ACVT

for sparse grids (when n = 64 and 128) operating in the
_______________________ LI L2 direct mode not to waste cycles for caching, and it benefits
Number of ways 2 2 identically with the conventional cache for dense grids
Number of lines 4 16 |(when n =512 and 1024) operating in the cache mode. Fig.
Line size (texels) 4 16 |6 (a) depicts the average ACVTs over different tessellations
Cache size (bytes) T 512 8K with a dashed line showing the average number of cycles
|Numberofports (read/write) 4/1 1l when no cache is used. Fig. 6 (b) shows the same
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TABLE II. REGULAR GRID RESULTS. TABLE III. CIRCULAR GRID RESULTS. TABLE IV. TERRAIN RESULTS

Average Cycles per Vertex Texel Average Cycles per Vertex Texel Average Cycles per Vertex Texel

Textitre
~ Tesselations (n x n~)

Tette
Tesselations (n pieces) TetteTesselotions (n vertices)

&Ietcache = n n = n = rc cache n = n = n = n = n =
cachexture= n n=

64 128 256 512 1024 64 128 256 512 1024 8.588 9571 657.5 7337 8.581
conv. 22.13 22.13 9.09 4.08 2.32 cony. 11.23 10.16 8.23 6.05 4.51 cony. 11.11 10.05 14.22 12.85 11.12

___ pro. 6.06 6.06 6.06 4.08 2.32 pro. 4.86 4.49 4.44 4.32 4.21 ____ pro. 6.38 7.20 8.55 7.24 6.35

8 conv. 26.13 26.13 10.60 4.71 2.60 8 conv. 13.15 11.88 9.58 7.00 5.16 8 conv. 13.03 11.76 16.71 15.09 13.04
___ pro. 10.06 10.06 10.61 4.71 2.60 pro. 7.32 6.48 6.95 6.17 4.98 ___ pro. 8.50 9.18 11.59 9.72 8.42

16 conv. 34.12 34.12 13.61 4.07 3.17 16 conv. 16.98 15.30 12.27 8.88 6.37 conv. 16.85 15.19 21.69 19.57 16.87
___ pro. 18.06 18.06 113.62 4.07 3.17 1pro. 12.12 10.57 9.67 8.27 6.47 ___ pro. 11.77 11.80 116.44 13.61 11.75

32 cony. 50.13 50.13 119.67 8.46 4.29 32 cony. 24.66 22.17 17.66 12.64 9.09 32 cony. 24.51 22.03 31.67 28.53 24.53
___ pro. 34.06 34.061 19.63 8.46 4.29 pro. 20.91 18.56 16.12 12.45 9.42 ___ pro. 19.56 18.83 26.80 22.71 19.52

ACVT ACVT ACVT
(cycles) -u-conventional cache (cycles) -u-conventional cache (cycles) iU conventional cache
35 --- proposed cache -*-o-ace- proposed cache 24 m proposed cache
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1 8 n- cach--e
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Figure 6. Averge ACVT graphs for (a) reaular grid (b) circular grid (c) terrain test patterns.

measurements on the circular grids. Since the circular grids cycles for texture loading. For regions of low locality,
have a dense part around the origin for all tessellations, however, the requested texture data is fetched without
which means high locality, the conventional cache saves caching to remove unnecessary texture loading cycles. The
cycles in proportion to the area of the dense region. The proposed cache improves 27.000 of the vertex texture
proposed cache operates in the cache mode for the high- loading performance for general test scenes with 9.60o of
locality region and operates in the direct mode for the rest area overhead.
regions.
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